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Beginning with an improvement to Dirichlet’s Theorem on simultaneous approxima-
tion, in this paper we introduce an alogrithm, in sympathy with the classical continued
fraction algorithm, to generate the sequence of best approximates to the system
max[&:0n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&] in the case when :0 , :1 , ..., :L are elements of the vector
space Q+Q:. We then produce best possible upper bounds for the associated diophan-
tine inequality. In addition, we consider implications within the geometry of numbers
and investigate the converse of the sharpened version of Dirichlet’s result. Finally,
we close with some remarks on the Littlewood Conjecture in this context.  2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We begin with the celebrated result of Dirichlet [4] from 1842.
Theorem 1. Let :0 , :1 , ..., :L be L+1 irrational real numbers. Then
there is a constant c=c(:0 , ..., :L) such that for each N>1, there exists an
integer n, 0<nN, such that
N1(L+1) max[&:0n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]c, (1.1)
where & & denotes the distance to the nearest integer function. In particular,
there are infinitely many integers n>0 satisfying
n1(L+1) max[&:0 n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]c. (1.2)
We remark that the exponents 1(L+1) in the previous inequalities
cannot be improved for badly approximable (L+1)-tuples, that is, for those
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L+1-tuples for which there exists a constant c$=c$(:0 , :1 , ..., :L)>0 such
that for all integers n>0,
c$n1(L+1)max[&:0n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&].
Dirichlet’s Theorem brings into focus two fundamental questions from
the theory of diophantine approximation:
1. Is there an algorithm that produces the complete list of n’s that
successively minimize the quantity max[&:0n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]?
2. In the case when (:0 , :1 , ..., :L) is a badly approximable (L+1)-
tuple, what is the best possible upper bound in (1.2)?
We momentarily consider the one dimensional case (L=0). In this simple
situation, the classical theory of continued fractions provides the machinery
needed to answer both questions. Specifically, for an irrational real number :,
we denote its infinite continued fraction expansion by :=[a0 , a1 , ...]. That
is,
:=a0+
1
a1+
1
a2+
1
. . .
,
where all the partial quotients an are integers and an>0 for all n>0. If we
let pi qi=[a0 , a1 , ..., ai], ( pi , qi)=1, be the i th convergent of :, then the
sequences of numerators and denominators both satisfy the recurrence
relation xn+1=an+1 xn+xn&1 . Furthermore, the sequence of continuants
of :, q0 , q1 , q2 , ..., is the complete list of values for n that successively
minimize &:n&.
If : is a badly approximable number, then there are infinitely many
integer solutions n>0 to
n &:n&<+(:),
where +(:) is the Lagrange constant defined by
+(:)=lim inf
i  
([ai+1 , ai+2 , ...]+[0, ai , a i&1 , ..., a1])&1.
Moreover, the constant +(:) is best possible.
Unfortunately in the higher dimensional cases (L>0), no analogous
theory of continued fractions is known and the second question remains
open in all cases. In this paper we answer both fundamental questions in
the special case when the L+1 irrational numbers are elements of the
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vector space Q+Q:. Before addressing these questions, as an aside, we
note that there has been some interest in diophantine approximation ques-
tions over the ring Z+Z: (see, for example, [5, 6]). Specifically, in [6] it
is shown that ; # Z+Z: if and only if for all sufficiently large n, &;qn &
1
4 qn &:qn &, where qn again denotes the n th continuant of :. We also remark
that some diophantine issues involving Q+Q: in the very special case
when : is a real, quadratic irrational were investigated by the author [2].
In particular, in [2] a necessary and sufficient diophantine condition is
given for when two real, quadratic irrationals are elements of the same
quadratric number field.
We now describe an alogrithm to generate the complete list of best
approximates to the simultaneous system. Our alogrithm has two basic
steps: First we use the L+1 irrational numbers to construct an auxiliary
number. Next we produce all sufficiently large best approximates by simply
computing the continuants associated with our auxiliary number and
multipling those values by a suitable constant. Our method will also lead
to the best possible upper bound when : is badly approximable.
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that :0 , :1 , ..., :L # Q+Q:.
By a change of variables, if necessary, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that :0=:. For each :l , we write
:l=
Al+Bl:
Cl
,
where Al , Bl , Cl are relatively prime integers and Cl>0.
In order to construct the auxiliary number and state our results, we first
define several useful quantities. We let E=max[1, |B1 C1 |, ..., |BL CL |],
M=max[ |B1 |+|C1 |, ..., |BL |+ |CL |], and for each l=1, 2, ..., L, Dl=
(Bl , Cl). Next, for each l=1, 2, ..., L, we write Bl=Dlb l and C l=Dlcl , and
let D=lcm(D1 , D2 , ..., DL), C =lcm(C1 , C2 , ..., CL). After re-ordering the
:l ’s, if necessary, we may assume that cl>1 for all l=1, 2, ..., L1 and
cl=1 for all L1<lL. We now define C=lcm(c1 , c2 , ..., cL1). As will be
demonstrated in Section 2, the simultaneous system of linear congruences
K#&b&1l Al (DDl) mod cl , for l=1, 2, ..., L1 ,
is always solvable and the solution K is unique modulo C. (We remark
that in the trivial case where cl=1 for all 1lL, we set C=1 and do not
require the integer K to satisfy any system of congruences.) Next we fix the
unique value of K so that the number :* defined by
:*=
&K+D:
C
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satisfies 0<:*<1. We call :* the auxiliary number associated with
(:, :1 , ..., :L).
We now state our main result which, in this special case, sharpens
Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Given the notation above, let :, :1 , ..., :L # Q+Q: be L+1
irrational numbers. Then for each N>C , there exists an integer n, 0<nN,
such that
N max[&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]C 2E. (1.3)
Moreover, the sequence Dqj*, Dq*j+1 , Dq*j+2 } } } is the complete list of values
for integers n>C 2EM that successively minimize the quantity
max[&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&],
where qj* denotes the j th continuant of auxiliary number :*. If : is a badly
approximable number, then there are infinitely many integers n>0 satisfying
n max[&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]<CDE+(:*), (1.4)
where +(:*) denotes the Lagrange constant for :*. Furthermore, the upper
bound in (1.4) is best possible.
We remark that the inequalities of Theorem 2 are sharp when :and
thus also the numbers :1 , :2 , ..., :Lare badly approximable.
We illustrate our result and method with the following example. Suppose
:=
3+2 - 5
7
=[1, 14, 1, 4, 1, 3, 12, 3, 1, 4]
and
;=
7+5 - 5
10
=[1, 1, 4, 2, 55, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 2]
where the bar indicates a periodic string. It easily follows that ;= &1+35:20 ;
E= 74 ; M=55; D1=D=5; C =20; C=4; and K=3. Thus we have
:*=
&3+5:
4
=
&3+5 - 5
14
=[0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 6, 1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1, 6, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 77, 1].
By Theorem 2 we conclude that the complete list of integers n>1540 that
successively minimize max[&:n&, &;n&] is: 5q8* , 5q9*, 5q*10 , ... . Finally,
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given the fact that +(:*)=0.01277 } } } , Theorem 2 also implies that there
are infinitely many integers n>0 such that
n max[&:n&, &;n&]<0.4472 } } } ,
and this upper bound is best possible. We note that previously in [2], using
different methods, an upper bound of 49- 5=21.913 } } } for the above
inequality was given.
It will be clear from our proof of Theorem 2 that we may replace the
supremum norm by an arbitrary norm and produce an analogous result.
Specifically, if we let F: RL+1  [0, ) be a norm and redefine E to be
E=F(1, |B1 C1 |, ..., |BL CL | ), then Theorem 2 holds with (1.3) replaced
by:
NF(&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&)C2E
and (1.4) replaced by:
nF(&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:L n&)<CDE+(:*),
where again the upper bound is best possible. Also, the algorithm given in
Theorem 2 will generate all sufficiently large best approximates to the
diophantine system with respect to the norm F.
Within the context of the geometry of numbers, as we will remark in
Section 3, the vectors *9 # ZL+2 that satisfy (1.4) all lie on the same 2-dimen-
sional subspace of RL+2. This observation inspires the following converse
to the second part of Theorem 2 in this setting.
Theorem 3. Let :0 , :1 , ..., :L be L+1 irrational real numbers. If there
exists a constant c>0 and a 2-dimensional subspace SRL+2, such that
there are infinitely many integer vectors (n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T # S satisfying
the inequality
n1(L+1) max[ |:0n&m0 |, |:1 n&m1 | , ..., |:Ln&mL |]c,
then :1 , :2 , ..., :L are all elements of Q+Q:0 .
It is natural to wonder whether there is a converse to the first part of
Theorem 2. We will see that such a converse does not exist in general.
Specifically we will prove the following.
Theorem 4. There exist real numbers :1 , :2 such that 1, :1 , :2 are
Q-linearly independent with the property that there exists a constant
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c(:1 , :2)>0 such that for each N1, there exists an integer n such that
0<nN and
N max[&:1n&, &:2 n&]<c(:1 , :2).
Finally, we close with some some remarks on the Littlewood Conjecture
in this setting. In particular, we note that the following is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 5. Let :1 , :2 # Q+Q:. Then there exist infinitely many
integers n>0 such that
n &:1n& &:2 n&
(CDE+(:*))2
n
.
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We recall that for l=1, 2, ..., L,
:l=
Al+Bl:
Cl
,
and C =lcm(C1 , C2 } } } CL). Thus, as C C l # Z, for any integer q>0 we
have
&:l C q&="\Al+Bl:Cl + C q"
="(Al+Bl:) \ C

Cl+ q"
=":Bl \ C

Cl + q"
 }BlCl } C &:q&.
The previous inequality implies that
max[&:C q&, &:1C q&, ..., &:LC q&]C E &:q&. (2.1)
Suppose now that N>C . If we write qj for the j th continuant of :, then
by the basic theory of continued fractions, there must exist a qi such that
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0<qiNC and (NC ) &:qi&1. Therefore 0<C qiN, and, in view of
inequality (2.1),
N max[&:C qi&, &:1C qi &, ..., &:LC qi&]
NC E &:qi &NC E
C
N
=C 2E,
thus establishing the first assertion of the theorem.
By the previous argument, we know there exists a sequence of natural
numbers [ni] such that
max[&:ni&, &:1ni&, ..., &:Lni&]
C 2 E
ni
.
That is, for each i and l, there are integers mi , mli , with (ni , mi)=(n i , m li)
=1, such that
max[ |:ni&mi | , |:1ni&m1i | , ..., |:L ni&mLi |]
C 2E
ni
. (2.2)
For arbitrary i and l, we now consider the integer |Alni+Bl mi&Clmli |.
In view of the dependence relationships Al+Bl:&Cl:l=0, we have
|Alni+Blmi&Clmli |=|Bl (m i&:ni)&Cl (mli&:lni)|
|Bl | &:ni&+|Cl | &:lni&
(|Bl |+|Cl | ) max[&:ni&, &:1n i&, ..., &:Lni&]
(|Bl |+|Cl | )
C 2E
ni
.
Thus for all i and l,
|Al ni+Bl mi&Clmli |
C 2EM
n i
.
It follows that if ni>C 2EM, then |Aln i+Blmi&Clm li |<1 and hence for
all such ni ,
Al ni+Blm i&Clm li=0. (2.3)
The previous identity reveals that |Bl | &:ni&=|Cl | &:lni&, and therefore we
deduce that
max[&:ni&, &:1n i&, ..., &:Lni&]=E &:ni&. (2.4)
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As, (Al , Bl , Cl)=1, identity (2.3) also reveals that D l divides ni for all
ni>C 2EM, and all l. Recalling that D=lcm(D1 , D2 , ..., DL), we see that
ni=Dti for some ti # Z. Upon dividing by Dl , (2.3) becomes
Al Dl ti+blmi&clmli=0, for all l, (2.5)
where the integer Dl is defined by Dl=DDl , and hence the following
system of simultaneous linear congruences is solvable
mi #&b&1l Al Dlt i mod cl , for l=1, 2,..., L1 . (2.6)
We now claim that (cl , ti)=1 for all l and i. To prove this assertion,
suppose that p is a prime dividing (cl , ti). Thus by (2.5) we see that p | bl mi ,
and as (bl , cl)=1, we must have p | mi . Since p | t i , it follows that p | ni , and
hence p | (ni , m i) which is impossible since ni and mi are known to be
relatively prime. Thus we see that (cl , ti)=1.
The Chinese Remainder Theorem together with the fact that (cl , ti)=1
for all l and i, reveal that the solution to the system (2.6) is unique modulo
C and must have the form mi #Kti mod C; hence mi=Kt i+Cq, for some
integer q. Therefore we have
1
2
>&:ni&
=|:ni&mi |
=|:Dti&Kti&Cq|
=|(:D&K) ti&Cq|
=C }\&K+D:C + ti&q}
=C |:*t i&q|.
This inequality reveals that q must be the nearest integer to :*ti , and
moreover,
&:ni &=C &:*t i&. (2.7)
Thus ni is a best approximate of the simultaneous system if and only if ti
is a continuant of :*. Therefore we conclude that ni=Dqj*.
Finally we note that identities (2.4) and (2.7) imply,
max[&:ni&, &:1n i&, ..., &:Lni&]=CE &:*qj*&,
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and therefore if : is badly approximable, then there are infinitely many
integers n>0 such that
n max[&:n&, &:1n&, ..., &:Ln&]<CDE+(:*).
It follows from the classical theory of continued fractions that the upper
bound CDE+(:*) is best possible, which completes the proof.
3. THE GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS AND
A CONVERSE TO THEOREM 2
We begin two remarks regarding our results within the context of the
geometry of numbers. Inequality (1.1) of Theorem 1 defines a convex,
symmetric, closed set in RL+2 having volume 2L+2cL+1. Thus for any
c1, Dirichlet’s Theorem immediately follows from an application of
Minkowski’s Convex Body Theorem. However the volume of the convex,
symmetric set defined by (1.3) is 2L+2(C 2E)L+1 N &L. As N increases, this
volume approaches zero and thus Theorem 2, which asserts that this small
set contains a nonzero integer lattice point, cannot be deduced from
Minkowski’s result.
Identity (2.3) has an interesting interpretation within the context of
the geometry of numbers. From (2.3) we see that with only finitely many
exceptions, all integer lattice points *9 =(n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T satisfying
the simultaneous system (1.4) lie on the 2-dimensional subspace given by:
\
A1
A2
b
AL
B1
B2
b
BL
&C1
0
b
0
0
&C2
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
&CL+ \
n
+=09 .
m0
m1
m2
b
mL
We now show that the converse of the previous observation holds.
Theorem 6. Let :0 , :1 , ..., :L be L+1 irrational real numbers. If there
exists a constant c>0 and a 2-dimensional subspace SRL+2, such that
there are infinitely many integer vectors (n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T # S satisfy-
ing the inequality
n1(L+1) max[ |:0n&m0 |, |:1 n&m1 | , ..., |:Ln&mL |]c, (3.1)
then :1 , :2 , ..., :L are all elements of Q+Q:0 .
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Proof. Suppose that S=spanR[a 1 , a 2], where a 1=(q1 , p10 , p11 , ..., p1L)T
and a 2=(q2 , p20 , p21 , ..., p2L)T are linearly independent vectors in ZL+2.
We now consider an integer solution (n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T to (3.1)
such that (n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T # S. Thus there exist k, l # Q such that
n
m0\m1+=ka 1+la 2 .bmL
That is, for each l=0, 1, ..., L,
n=kq1+lq2
(3.2)
ml =kp1l+lp2l .
As n>0, we cannot have both q1 and q2 equal to zero. So without loss of
generality we can assume that q2 {0. Thus the first identity in (3.2) yields
l=(n&kq1)q2 , which, in turn, implies that ml=kp1l+(n&kq1) p2l q2 .
Therefore for each l=0, 1, ..., L, we can write
ml=C1ln+C2lk,
where C1l= p2l q2 and C2l= p1l&(q1p2l)q2 . Specifically, we note that
C1l and C2l depend only on S and l and not on the particular vector
(n, m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., mL)T.
In view of (3.1) we see that for l=0, 1, ..., L,
n1(L+1) |: ln&m l |=n1(L+1) |:ln&C1l n&C2l k|
=n1(L+1) |(:l&C1l) n&C2l k|c. (3.3)
If C2l=0, then we would have n1(L+1) |(:l&C1l) n|c for infinitely many
values of n and thus :l=C1l # Q which contradicts the hypothesis that the
:l ’s are all irrational. Therefore we conclude that C2l {0. Thus (3.3)
implies that
n1(L+1) }\:l&C1lC2l + n&k}
c
C2l
or simply n1(L+1) |;ln&k|<<1, where ;l=(:l&C1l)C2l and the Vinogradov
symbol << depends only on the index l.
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If we now consider |;i&;j |, for any 0i jL, then the previous
inequalities, together with the triangle inequality, reveal
n1+1(L+1) |; i&;j |=n1(L+1) |;in&; jn|
n1(L+1) |;in&k|+n1(L+1) |;jn&k|<<1.
Therefore we have that
|;i&;j |<<
1
n1(L+1)
holds for infinitely many integers n. Hence ;i=;j or equivalently,
:i&C1i
C2i
=
:j&C1 j
C2 j
for all i and j. Thus we conclude that :1 , :2 , ..., :L # Q+Q:0 .
Finally, one may wonder whether a strengthened conclusion to Dirichlet’s
Theorem in the form of inequality (1.3) would necessarily imply that the irra-
tional numbers are elements of the same vector space Q+Q:. We now
show that such a converse of Theorem 2 is, in general, false.
Theorem 7. There exist real numbers :1 , :2 such that 1, :1 , :2 are Q-lin-
early independent with the property that there exists a constant c(:1 , :2)>0 such
that for each N1, there exists an integer n such that 0<nN and
N max[&:1n&, &:2n&]<c(:1 , :2).
Proof. We define the set of real numbers L by
L={:= :

i=1
10&ei (:) : where ei (:) # [i!&1, i!+1]=
(so ei (:) takes on either the value i !&1 or i!+1). Suppose that :1 , :2 are two
arbitrary elements of L. Given N100, we let j be the unique integer such that
10 j !+1N<10( j+1)!+1. It now follows that for t=1 or 2,
&:t10 j!+1&= :

i= j+1
10&ni(:t )< :

i=( j+1)!&1
10&i=
101&( j+1)!
9
.
Therefore we have
N &:t10 j !+1&<10( j+1)!+1 &:t10 j !+1&< 1009 .
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Hence for N>100, we may take n=10 j !+1 and c(:1 , :2)=1009. By
increasing c(:1 , :2), if necessary, we can insure that for each N1, there
exists an n, 1nN, such that
N max[&:1n&, &:2 n&]<c(:1 , :2).
As the cardinality of L is uncountable, there exist pairs (:1 , :2)L
such that 1, :1 , :2 are Q-linearly independent, which completes the proof.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS
We now close with some remarks regarding a famous conjecture of
Littlewood:
Littlewood’s Conjecture. Let :1 , :2 , ..., :L be L real numbers. Then
there exists a sequence of integers ni>0 such that
lim
i  
ni &:1 ni& &:2n i& } } } &:Lni&=0.
It is easy to see that the Littlewood Conjecture is true if any :l is not
badly approximable. Thus the conjecture holds for almost all L-tuples of
real numbers. In 1955, Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer [3] showed that the
conjecture holds for all pairs (:1 , :2) where [1, :1 , :2] form a basis of a
real cubic number field over Q. In 1976, Bottorff [1] used the JacobiPerron
algorithm to show the conjecture to hold for certain pairs of cubics from
the same cubic extension. Of course it remains an open question as to
whether any badly approximable cubic irrationals exist.
In 1961, Peck [8], through an analysis of units in a field, generalized
and sharpen Cassels and SwintertonDyer’s observation and showed that
the conjecture holds for all L-tuples (:1 , :2 , ..., :L) where [1, :1 , :2 , ..., :L]
form a basis for a number field k of degree L+1 over Q. In 1985, Krass
[7] found similar results. A different proof of the conjecture in the quad-
ratic case (L=1), was recently given in [2].
By a straightforward application of Theorem 2 we see that for a badly
approximable number :, if :1 , :2 , ..., :L # Q+Q:, then there are infinitely
many integers n>0 satisfying
nL &:1n& &:2n& } } } &:Ln&(n max[&:1n&, &:2n&, ..., &:L n&])L
(CDE+(:*))L.
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Thus we have
Corollary 8. Let :1 , :2 , ..., :L # Q+Q:. Then there exist infinitely
many integers n>0 such that
n &:1n& &:2 n& } } } &:Ln&
(CDE+(:*))L
nL&1
.
Hence we see the Littlewood conjecture holds for any L-tuple of elements
from Q+Q:. In particular, we now may give examples of badly approximable
transcendental numbers for which the conjecture holds.
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